THE EMPEROR HAS NO CLOTHES

All hail New York University President L. Jay Oliva,
our distinguished unanimous choice

BEST UNDRESSED MAN, 1994.
Huzzah!!! Huzzah!!! Huzzah!!!
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FEAR AND LOATHING IN
LAS QUANT AS PHYSICAS
Hunter S. Thompson accosts and abuses crippled
way

scientist Stephen Hawking,

.

nice kind

but in

It was November , 1993 , my body
was weary and my mind fried. Or maybe it
was the other way around. Either way, I had
just returned to the owl farm at Woody

of

Stephen Hawking s latest book. You know

Hawking, that diseased physics genius. I
thinkhe s on late-night cable with that show

I got there two weeks late and spent

I don t know. Pop culture
has gotten really stupid.
Well , I was not only supposed to
review his book , but I was being flown to his
home in Cambridge to get the story firsthand. My agent said that the arrangements

the entire time hanging out in Greenwich

had already been made and that a car was on

remember stopping scores of
people on Bleecker Street and asking them if
they d seen the Pope. Most just turned and
walked briskly away from me. Some co-ed
with a tight NYU sweatshirt said that she had
seen him standing in line at Mondo Perso.
As far as I know , I ended up turning in a story
on the speed-walking incident in the Thanksgiving Day Parade.
Next thing I knew it was February,
so I caught the first cab to JFK and got the
hell out of the city as fast as I could. Only a
twisted bastard like Sinatra could claim to

its way to pick me up.
Ye Gods , once more into the air I
go. Since my bags were already packed from
the New York fiasco , I figured that I had time
to grab some goodies from the cupboard. I
snagged a bag of coke , a sheet of blotter
paper , and a liter of Wild Turkey. I was only
going to be in Cambridge for a day or two , so
I figured I had enough shit to hold me over.
I decided right there that if I was physically
capable I would make an attempt to remove
the flight-waitress ' skimpy outfit at thirty

want to " wake up in a city that never sleeps.

prevent me. Those bastards never let me

How can you wake up if you never get any
sleep? Moron insomniacs are creating bad
craziness in every cheeseball nightclub these
days.
I was happy to get back to the Owl
Farm and my pet peacocks. They told me it
was 1994 , and where the hell had I been all
this time , but I just ignored them , cracked
open the champaigne and put on my favorite

fun.
The limo ride and the flight to Cambridge are a blur. About all I can say for sure
was that a fat Haitian named " Jorge " drove
me to Boulder , gave me my tickets , and

Creek from a gruesome journey to New
Walking

York City.

magazine had sent me to

the big city to cover the less glamourous
aspects of the New York Marathon.

Village. I

Physics Friends.

thousand feet. Unless the eight - legged al iens
have

any

Hawking in his office-does

crazy. Twice , I swerved off the road for fear

of hitting the giant Gila monsters which
suddenly appeared in front of me. I kept
hearing these ghostly voices in my head
saying

You have

can in a bar at Chicago O' Hare. I probably

liberal in their observance of the rules of the
road than regular folk.
(What Thompson never seemed to

missed my flight to Cambridge , but I'm not

ics in Cambridge think they can be more

realize is that

February 17 ,

England

thirty years of gonzo-journalistic experi-

ence somehow credited to my name, I can
tell a good ring from a shitty one , and this
smelled worse than my college roommate.
And it wouldn t be scared off as easily.

My agent informed me that the
Plague some moronic , student-run humour
magazine wanted me to do a review of

me.

side of the road. I guess those snotty academ-

sure. By my calculations ,

I just

kidding

pointed me toward my gate. The next thing
I remember , I was pissing into the garbage

reached Boston at 10:23 p. m. on Thursday,

know. With a head full of acid and almost

to be

Monsters east of Nevada. And I had some
trouble with those Massachusetts driversall those morons were driving on the wrong

Before I had time to blow my fun
whistle and grab a glass of iced Wild Turkey,

know a bad ring from a good one ,

got

Thank you, Bert I Gordon.
I almost swerved a third time , but
by then I realized that there are no Gila

paper hat.

my phone rang. By the sound of the ring, I
knew it was bad news. Don t ask me how I

he take

his wife right there , next to the desk?

I should have

but instead I woke up late on
Friday when some guy slammed down his
baggage next to me on the merry- go-round
thing. I found a key to a Royal Inn hanging
out of my coat pocket and sat there for a
while , pondering the implications of this
ominous development.
I picked up my rental car around
noon. Sunday noon , that is. It was a candy
red 1994 Pontiac Grand Prix , paid for by

Stephen Hawking lives in

Massachusetts. This not only
accounts for his difficulties on the road, but
alsohis " lost " day of travel. We attempted to
explain this to him, but he threatened to sue
not

us for ' vicious assault with deadly amphibians, illegal aliens, and Haitians ' ---€d.
The drive didn t take but an hour

though the trip itself took over three. Be-

managing editor has ever kissed a girl be-

tween the monster hallucinations , swerving
constantly to avoid certain death , and pulling over periodically to snort some coke , I
was 1 ucky to have made it there by sundown.

sides his mom. The drive to Cambridge was

Sundown Tuesday, that is.

those

Plague

dopes. I wondered if their
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""Mrs. Hawk-

I eased into the Hawk-

ing snapped

ing driveway at a stately 35-

this photo just

miles- per- hour, much to the dismay of Mrs. Hawking. I would
have felt terrible about that , had
I been anywhere near the planet
at the time. There s about a 62%
chance that she s a nice woman
and an attractive one , too. I'm a
little hazy. I might have fuckedup when I introduced myself to
her as Irving R. Levine and told
her that I was here to take nude
photos of her and her husband'
Magazine.
Qui
wheelchair for
But then , there s really noway to

before a
crazed Hunter
jumped her

husband,
knocking his
chair over
and hurling
him through
a plate- glass

window and

into the
swimming
pool out back.

tell with these stoic New Englanders.

Mrs. Hawking showed
me in and quickly shuffled me
past her gawking children. She
led me into a large , oak- floored
study--obviously where her husband does his deepest thinking
and crime-solving. It was a cold

vast room. The walls were lined with
autographed pictures of Galileo , Newton
Einstein , and Matt Groenig; the bookcases

were filled with weighty, leather- bound
tomes. I poked my head in a nearby oak door

to find a room filled with weighty, leatherbound women. Strange.
There was a giant photo of an
amoeba on the wall , right behind the computer desk where the mad genius was slowly
working away. And slowly wasting away.
Allegedly, Hawking is a paraplegic who
suffers from some
horrible, debilitating dislactose intolerance , I think. Anyway,
ease;
he can t speak or move any of his limbsexcept for his right index finger , which he
uses to tap on a keypad among other things.
(I asked his wife how his finger came to be
three inches in diameter and rippled with
muscles , but she just turned pale and walked
away. There

s just

no

figuring out these

Puritans). The keypad is wired to a computer , on which he can do his work , and to a
voice synthesizer, through which he speaks.
The best in Japanese Karaoke technology.
I introduced myself to Hawking.
He drooled. At that moment , I almost went
to pieces. I had tackled some tough stories
before , but trying to interview a gurgling
physics genius while under the influence of
a kilo of coke and a gut fuli of whiskey was
asking too much. I had two choices , either
run out of the room and say to hell with the
interview , or stick around on my own terms

and see what happens. Paralyzed by fear
213
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and needing to use the john , it wasn t much
of a choice.
I decided to skip the small talk and
start asking the hard questions. " Two questions: what s the entire universe made out of
this week , and do you and your old lady still

do you really believe that you

cigarette)

have given us an accurate picture of the

universe s development?

STEPHEN HAWKING: So far
my theory on the origin and development of
the universe in which we live has yet to meet

get it on regularly?"

serious opposition from members of the

I was shocked that such awful
pseudo- intellectual words came out of my
mouth , so much so that I blacked out momentarily. I instinctively reached into my
coat pocket and grabbed two hits of acid. I

scientific community.
HST: Our universe? Are you saying that there might be others?
SH: Yes , that is a distinct possibil-

stuck one under my tongue and the other

HST: Jesus , professor , you really
are a nut. I mean , with all due respect , how

under my right eyelid , and began to relax.
Then I realized where I was. Ye Gods , two
fuck-ups in under a minute!
Not only had I asked the renowned
physicist Stephen Hawking whether he still
nailed his wife, but I also took illegal drugs

in front of him with the ease of an aide to
retired General Manuel Noriega. This was
not a good start. At this point , feelings of
self- loathing overwhelmed me and my cerebellum just shut down....
(Here the manuscript ends. Dr.

Thompson refused to finish the story, so we
have tried to piece together just what tran-

ity.

the hell can there be more than one universe?

SH: Read my book. It gives ,

in

simple terms for your benefit , an explana-

tion of my theory of the possibility of multiple universes.
HST:

(more coughing)

You have a

glass I can borrow? And some ice?

SH:No.
HST: By the way, why is there a
giant picture of an amoeba on your wall?
SH: Amoeba? Where?
HST: Right there , behind your desk.

Thompson had somehow remembered to turn

That big blue and green blob...
SH: That's Monet s " Waterlillies
HST: Oh , I see. I hope you don

on his tape recorder before entering the

mind me drinking straight from the bottle.

spired at theH awking interview. Fortunately,

Hawking home. What you see here is a
transcript of the audio tape conversation

long silence)

Now let's get down to some

more of the good stuff.

(slurping noises)

HUNTER S THOMPSON: So

and what you were talking about , too. Isn t it
true that your theory of the possibility of

(lots of coughing, a few long drags on a

multiple universes is contingent upon the

between the two doctors-ed.
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happier.
He used to
look like
Telly Savalas.
Women would swamp him at parties. He never got a moment' s peace. Frogaine Tropical Solution (mas6ngil 99%) works by augmenting the body s natural esrtogen output. Have you ever
wondered why there are more bald men than women? A woman s estrogen output is naturally
CID

greater , accounting for the rarity of female pattern baldness. This natural advantage has been
unavailable to men for centuries... until now.
Research concludes that

two applications a day over a period of three months are required

before initial visual confirmation of progress occurs. Include it in your daily regimen of contact
lens, cucumber mask , and retainer cleansing when you wake up and go to bed, like brushing
your teeth. Data on the application of Frogaine CIDto

one s teeth remains inconclusive.

Frogaine offers new hope to men and women
CID

(see back)

With limited side effects

suffering from total, partial, pattern and fractal baldness.
Frogaine
not a cure, it is a way of life. Continued success is maintained only by continued
use. In addition to losing what hair they had , 17% of those who stopped using Frogaine went
CID is

CID

into withdrawal and had to use the Frogaine Patch'"
You may even be eligible for a free, private, hair- loss
consultation with a proctologist. And because Frogaine requires membership in a 70s Appreciation Society or acid-rock fan organization , we ll include a free issue of Peter Frampton Quarterly. We
nearby doctors, geologists, and FBI- trained psychics who
free, private hair~ /oss consultation if you are balding spiritually.
Get your free Information Kit today.
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The only product

never

proven to grow hair.
What is FROGAINE"?

FROGAINE" topical solution is a subscription medicine for use on the scalp that is used to induce au~mented hair ~rowth in
men and women known as apolo~etic apoplexia. FROGAINE" is a tropical form of mas6n~il, in order to scalp.

How effective is FROGAINE"?
Anthropologists conducted four, 12-month cross-sectional case histories. After four months 98% of reccntly born subjccts hod
~rown hair. The fi~ure hod increased to 98. 5'70 thrce years later. 76% of dlC suhjects had a hair incrcase of one- fifdl of their total
body weight. A control ~roup usin~ a placcbo (widlOut mas6n~il) was only 75% effective.

How soon can I expect results from using FROGAINE"?
Studies show that the response time to FROGAINE is between six monlhs and 14 seconds. It takes us about 16 hours to ~ct oul
of the country so certainly no sooner than dlat,

How long do I need to use FROGAINE"?
Basically as lon~ as you wa ~t to have hair. If you wish to cootinue "eatmeot after you are dead, scveraltrust fund optioos arc
available.

What happens if I stop using FROGAINE"? Will 1 keep the new hair?
FROGAINE" is oot a cure , it is a way of life. Continued success is maintained only by contioued use. In addition to losin~ what
hai. . they hod, 17% of those who stopped usin~ FROGAINE" went iolo withdrawal and hod to use the FROGAINE" Patch.
Information on becomin~ one of the FROGAINE" Patch Kids '" is provided in dle advanced information pocket,

How much FROGAINE" should I use?
You should apply a five dollar dose ofFROGAINE" twice aday to ynurclean, dry scalp, ooce in the mornin~ aod oncc at oi~ht
before bedtime, unless you work third shift, in which case you should apply it once at ni~ht aod once in the mornin~ bcfore
bedtimc. Aftcr applyin~ FROGAINE" with your fin~ers , sec a doctor. FROGAINE" must rcmain on unsi~hdy ~ooey mess on
dIe top of your head for allcast four hours before you ~o out io public. Do not attempt to wash your hair for at least four hours
after application: reaction with the shampoo may result in chlnrine ~as. If you are totally bald , what are you doin~ with
!"..Imetion.. For U.., Manual.' Vo/n""
2 in dle pack~e.
shampoo? Pleasc rcfcr to the

What if I miss a dosc or forget to use FROGAINE"?
Your orthodontist will be very dissapointcd in you. Do not try and make up for missed applications (unlcss a late fee is paid).
You should restart your twicc- daily doses at day one on the usa~e chore

What are the most common side effects reported in clinical studies with FROGAINE"?
Side effects were minimal; only 7% reported temporary hcarin~ loss, 15% reportcd ncck stiffness, and 30% complained that their

hats no lon~er fit them. FROGAINE" should not be applied to irritated , sunburncd or prosthetic forehcads. You should ask
your doctor to discuss the possible side effects of FROGAINE" with you. FROGAINE" is not recommended for membcrs of
~overnment, parliament, or participants in the Federal Witncss Protection Pro~ram.

horse

saddle? You know , the concept your pal
Roger Penrose came up with,
SO: Well , 1...

HST: No bullshit , Hawking, You
know as well as I do that the Penrose model
has gone the way of the passenger pigeon,
Nobody believes that horse-saddle shaped
universe crap anymore, And don t you even
think about bringing up the primordial matter sea that you snookered your dopey biographer with. You know you re grasping at
straws! You can t dupe me or the American
public! What kind of fascist are you!?
Goddamnit you gimp!!! Speak up! I'm tired
of listening to that fucking monotone computer of yours!!

Y,ou worthless bastard!!

Goddamnit , this country is the home of the
American dream , and your stupid Kennedys
have been fucking everything up!!! Bring
back America , the place where Gatsby could

be Gatsby!!! Horatio Alger. Doesn

t that

name mean anything to you!?! My attorney

hasAt this point the voices on the tape
become far too garbled to understand. The
sound of Thompson ' syelling, intermittently
interrupted by Hawking s squak box, fills
three minutes of the tape. Then a loud crash
is

heard and the tapegoes silent, From what
Dr. Thompson dumped Stephen

What are snme of the side effects reported?
FROGAINE" was used by lots of people (many of them femalc) in placenta controlled clinical trials. Exempt frnm

we gather,

demonolo~ical events (involvin~ some skin), no individual reaction or reactions ~rnuped by body systems appeared to be more
common. Dermatalo~ic:A dumb namc for a software company- 34'k; RespiratOry: most patients were still breathin~12. 3%;Gastrointestinal:nausceaea votin~ and mctabolism- 5\!; Neurnlo~ie: hcadache, han~over , deja vu (nopc. not ~onna do
it); Gcnital"act: ask your doctor; Special Senses: telekenisis, ESP , He~elian photo~raphy- 03\!; Aller~ie:? Don t use
IlOOOOOI %,
it;Psychiatric:anxiety, depression , fati~ue:paranoia plaid: Scottish ancestry; Hcmalo~ic: " I have the powerrrrr
foiled; Encyclopedia, Neumismatics: looseness of chan~e 2. 3'70; Philitelic: dryness of ton~uc- 12%. FROGAINE" usc has been
monitored for the post five years. No one has died yel.

Hawking and his wheelchair into the pool

What are the possible side effects that could affect the heart , circulation, and endocrine ~Iands when usin~ FROGAI:--JE"?
As lon~ as you return your books when you vc finished so other people can read dlem, you should bc all ri~llI, bul you could die.
If you are drivin~ and your hair or someone else's hair obstructs your vision while you arc drivin~ or operatin~heavy machinery

course of the evening, because he tried to
call us the next morning from Cambridge
and asked us for 12500 for bail. He kept
babbling about stupid cops with no guns
demanding measures of weight rather than
money. Being used to whipping out unreasonable sums of money for absolutely no

it would be bad. Your hair could catch on fire. Birds could nest in your hair and freak you out if you ve watched Th, Bird.
, M. A or
A, A. A, A.
within thc past year. " Freak you out " is not a medical risk rcco~ni~ed by the M.

What factors may increase the risk of serious side effects with FROGAINE"?
It is not reccomended that FROGAINE" be used in tandem. Or with cocaine, heroin, THC , LSD , or other popular iIle~al
dru~s. FROGAINE" should not be used in conjunction with Hair Club For Men. FROGAINE" should not be applied to
irritated, sunburned or prosthetic foreheads.

Can people with high blood pressure use FROGAINE.?

a fit of rage, and stormed out of the room.
He then drove his rental car to a local pub
and proceeded to drink himself back to normal. Apparently he was arrested during the

Many people with high blood pressure lead normal and productive lives, but thcy should be monitored morc closely by thcir
health care provider. People takin~ high blood pressure medication should not use FROGAINE" . People with hi~h blood
pressure who like to binge on potato chips and Oreos at the same time should not use FROGAINE" because we will ~ct blamed

good reason ,

for it,

offices by UPS,
Evidently, he stuck a few stamps on

Should any precautions be followed?
Keep children clear of electrical outlets before applying FRO GAIN E" ; look both ways before crossin~ the street on your Way to
buy FROGAINE" ; don t go to an A TM machine at ni~ht to ~et money to pay for FROGAINE" . Beware low brid~es. Beware

we complied, on the assurance

that he would forward the interview to our

the cassette case and dropped it near a

Todd Brid~es.

mailbox; we received the tape two weeks

children.

Are there any special precautions for womcn?

If he doesn t have a condom, tel! him to ~.! los~ althou~h condoms themselves are only somcthin~ likc 89% effective. Know who
you are slecpin~ widl, best to kecp it to family and friends. FROGAINE" is not reccomended for use by pre~nant 'v omen or their

Can FROGAINE be uscd by children?
FROGAINE" is sold to children ' under the condition that they get parental permission beforc usill~ it on Dad. The safety of dle
use of FROGAINE" on non-child star children has not been tested, and no, it doesn t work on pcts, so don t even think it , Jr. 1
mean what can be said about hair replacemcnt that hasn t been said on The Simpso". anyway?
Caution:Federallaw prohib;ts dispe",in~ r'ithoot a peescription. You mu" see a doctor to receive a prescription. You cannot resell it at tug
sales. If you are usin~ 0 copy of the Instructions For Use ~Ianual , VolomesXI. XXV without a cover, know that these have been reported tn

DIVISION

collect callfrom the Cambridge authorities;

a secretary informed us that should we see
Dr, Thompson, we are obligated to remind
him that if he tries to enter the United Kingdom or any of its dependencies, he would be
executed by keel-hauling, and fully pros-

the publisher as de"wyed' and you arc ;n possess;nn of "olen property.
UTAH, FLORID;!, ""d UPPER CROAT/I!.
"'PI wh", p,ohibited,

PALEONTOLOGY

later, with postage due, We also received a

~1994 The Upjoh",on Company, GrandHaven , MI49417 , USA
division of BMG ma,keting

ecuted, All attempts to contact Dr, Thompson have, thankfully, been unsuccessful.
. Kevin Kosar
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